
LAVAL - 20 February 

Race 1 

1. GRETA DREAM - Found two placings on previous three outings including at 

Angers start of the month. In the mix without shoes. 

2. GLORY MESLOISE - Three DQ in previous five starts including in a similar 

walk up. Others more reliable. 

3. GAYA DU BOUFFEY - Infrequent scorer who has failed to complete in her 

previous two starts. Work to do. 

4. GRACIOSA BELLA - Fair third in an auto start on reappearance and a four 

time walk up winner including in this class. Go well without front shoes. 

5. GRANDE GALAXIE - 16L defeat in a Mauquenchy walk up at this standard 

two runs back. Needs significant progress. 

6. GALALISA - No worthwhile form since resuming to indicate anything but a 

minor role likely. 

7. GREAT ISLAND - Not sighted in previous three starts with shoes on so 

unlikely to feature here. 

8. GITANE DU RIB - Good runner up in a mobile event on reappearance but 

more needed second up. Place angle. 

9. GAMISAKA - Chasing a hat trick of wins following a mobile and walk up 

success in this class. Leading hope. 

Summary 

GAMISAKA (9) looks the most progressive following two wins in a mobile and 

walk up events among this company. Top chance. GRACIOSA BELLA (4) 

finished third in a mobile contest on reappearance. Warrants respect as a four 

time winner in this discipline. GRETA DREAM (1) managed two placings from 

previous three outings. In the mix without shoes. GITANE DU RIB (8) might be 

able to progress from a good second in a mobile race. Place option. 

Selections 

GAMISAKA (9) - GRACIOSA BELLA (4) - GRETA DREAM (1) - GITANE DU 

RIB (8)  



Race 2 

1. GERICO DE GODREL - Two placings from nine career starts. Needs to raise his game. 

2. GRATTE CIEL - 1L triumph in easier company three runs back prior to a lengthy absence. 

May need this. 

3. GUOPECK DE VIVOIN - Victorious in a weaker walk up on second outing since resuming at 

this trip. Among the place chances. 

4. GAROU BEJI - Could fare better switching to a walk up following three poor mobile efforts. 

Others have achieved more. 

5. GIAC JOLI - Down the field in an Angers walk up in this class on penultimate start prior to a 

DQ. Looking elsewhere. 

6. GALWAY DU VIVIER - Previous three walk up results have been disappointing. Hard to 

recommend after lengthy absence. 

7. GEORGES L'AVENTURE - Good 1L second in this class on previous walk up prior to a pair 

of below par auto start runs. Go well if sharp enough on return. 

8. GONZALO DU BOSSU - Returning to this discipline after poor mounted form. Best ignored. 

9. GALETTO BELLO - Third and fifth in previous efforts in this class. Thereabouts with front 

shoes removed. 

10. GOOD DREAM - Winner three runs back prior to decent subsequent form. Consider with 

rear shoes off. 

11. GRAAL DU VIVIER - 2L runner up in this grade two outings back at Angers. Thereabouts 

if able to replicate. 

12. GABELOU CARISAIE - Five time walk up winner including in this class and multiple placer 

in short career. Go well without shoes. 

Summary 

GOOD DREAM (10) rates a serious chance following a win three starts ago. Good subsequent 

form and is respected. GALETTO BELLO (9) delivered a third and fifth in this grade the past 

two outings. Could make the frame with front shoes removed. GABELOU CARISAIE (12) is 

firmly among the leading hopes as a five time walk up winner from a short career to date. Keep 

on side. GRAAL DU VIVIER (11) can find the placings. Runner up in this grade two attempts 

back. 

Selections 

GOOD DREAM (10) - GALETTO BELLO (9) - GABELOU CARISAIE (12) - GRAAL DU 

VIVIER (11)  



Race 3 

1. ELITE GEMA - 7L eighth in an easier walk up prior to improved form when second at Machecoul. Place 

option. 

2. FRANCE D'ANAMA - Down the field on first walk up for a while at Vincennes. Not likely to trouble the 

principles. 

3. FREEDOM DU BOULAY - Needs to bounce back from two DQ including on reappearance. Others 

more reliable. 

4. FLEUR FATALE - DQ in four consecutive starts including in this class. Hard to enthuse. 

5. ESPERANCE GIRL - 8L defeat when seen at this level three runs back prior to below par efforts. Best 

watched. 

6. ELODY DE PERVENCHE - Back to back placings in this discipline and not dismissed up in grade for 

a frame spot. 

7. ELIANIS CELESTE - 9L seventh in this grade nine days ago. Needs to raise her game. 

8. EPONA DE CHENOU - Defeats in easier grade in previous two starts temper enthusiasm at this level. 

Others preferred. 

9. FRONT LINE - Good 3L fourth in this grade at Vincennes on penultimate outing. Consider. 

10. FLEUR DE LARRE - Two ninth placed finished in previous two starts but could sneak a placing 

dropped in standard without shoes. 

11. FALLING STARS - Down the field in this grade on reappearance but should strip fitter and a previous 

track and trip winner. Respected. 

12. ESCAMPETTE - Down the field in a similar Vincennes walk up nine days back. Needs to raise her 

game. 

13. FASHION GIRL - Midfield position in previous two walk ups in better company. Genuine hope eased 

in class without shoes. 

14. FIBULE DU VIVIER - 7L defeat in a better walk up at Vincennes 18 days ago. Could go well eased in 

class without shoes. 

Summary 

FRONT LINE (9) could progress from a good 3L fourth in this company at Vincennes on penultimate 

outing. Expect a forward display. FIBULE DU VIVIER (14) rates well easing in class following a 7L defeat 

in a stronger Vincennes walk up. May go well. FALLING STARS (11) is one to note second up as a 

previous course and distance winner. Warrants respect. FASHION GIRL (13) makes appeal after a drop 

in standard with shoes off. 

Selections 

FRONT LINE (9) - FIBULE DU VIVIER (14) - FALLING STARS (11) - FASHION GIRL (13)  



Race 4 

1. BOY DE REBOMARD - DQ when last seen in this grade at Bordeaux three starts ago. Has 

ability so not entirely dismissed without shoes. 

2. BUFFALO DUB'S - 8L ninth in a weaker walk up at Cagnes-sur-Mer last month. Others hold 

sounder claims. 

3. CATCH MY LOVE - 17 race maiden but could have a say in the finish if replicating a good 

second at Vincennes. Frame option. 

4. ELIZIR DU HOME - Fair seventh at Vincennes three weeks ago and could improve third up. 

Place chance. 

5. EMONE CRUZ - Six time walk up winner who is respected back in this discipline following 

sound mobile form this term. 

6. CALINO BELLO - 4L third in this class prior to two DQ. Would have a genuine chance if able 

to complete. 

7. EADSHOT JOSSELYN - Returning to this discipline following good mobile form including 

two wins. Folly to dismiss without rear shoes. 

8. DJIBOUTIEN - Down the field in previous two walk ups in easier company. Hard to enthuse. 

9. BELLE DE MANCHE - 2L runner up in a weaker walk up two outings back. Place contender 

as a previous course and distance winner.  

10. DENTELLA BELLA - Won an easier walk up three outings back but not in the same form 

in this company since. Place angle. 

11. EAGLE MESLOIS - Rapidly improving walk up type with four wins in previous five prior to 

a quiet mounted effort. Top chance. 

Summary 

EAGLE MESLOIS (11) is on an upward curve following four walk up wins from previous five 

starts. Respected returning to this sphere. EADSHOT JOSSELYN (7) looks one to note 

revisiting this discipline. Maintains good mobile form including two victories and would be folly 

to dismiss. EMONE CRUZ (5) is considered as a six time walk up winner. CALINO BELLO (6) 

holds place claims if completing. 

Selections 

EAGLE MESLOIS (11) - EADSHOT JOSSELYN (7) - EMONE CRUZ (5) - CALINO BELLO 

(6)  



Race 5 

1. DERBY STORY - Three placings from 13 mounted starts. Others have achieved more. 

2. CALIN DES MOISSONS - No worthwhile form this campaign. Look elsewhere. 

3. ELPHIE DU MARIN - 8L fifth in a weaker mounted event at Graignes 10 days ago. Needs 

improvement. 

4. ELVIRA FLIGNY - Inconsistent but a reproduction of her second four starts ago in this class 

would put her in the mix. 

5. DERBY LY - Fair third on mounted debut 10 days ago at Graignes. Open to progress with 

no shoes. 

6. DEVERIA - 5L fourth in a similar Nantes mounted contest 54 days ago. Place option. 

7. ELEGANT FARCAP - Two placings from five mounted starts. Not discounted eased in 

standard running barefoot. 

8. COSMOPOLITE SEVEN - Beaten a long way in previous three efforts in this discipline. Hard 

to recommend. 

9. DJOBI D'YMER - 17L seventh in a stronger Nantes mounted event on reappearance. 

Entitled to strip fitter and shoes removed could spark further progress. 

10. ELLA DU CAMPDOS - Found the frame in six of nine career starts in this discipline. Key 

player dropping in class. 

11. DRUSENHEIM - 5L runner up in an Angers mounted event 15 days ago. Thereabouts 

without front shoes. 

12. DARIANA CACIT - Nine time walk up winner having first start in this discipline. Could go 

well with rear shoes off. 

13. DAME DE TILLARD - Needs to take a significant step forward from a below par effort in 

this grade at Angers. 

14. CATHY DU MARIN - Down the field in previous two efforts in this discipline and grade. 

Others readily preferred. 

15. EOLE CHRISTUBERT - Made the frame in two of 11 mounted starts. Others arrive in better 

form. 

Summary 

ELLA DU CAMPDOS (10) rates highly following six frame visits in nine mounted starts. Finds 

a good opportunity dropping in standard. DARIANA CACIT (12) boasts a record of nine walk 

up victories. Makes first start in this discipline with hopes of a forward showing with the removal 

of rear shoes. DRUSENHEIM (11) is one to note after a 5L second at Angers. Thereabouts 

without front shoes. DJOBI D'YMER (9) could take a step forward second up without shoes. 



Selections 

ELLA DU CAMPDOS (10) - DARIANA CACIT (12) - DRUSENHEIM (11) - DJOBI D'YMER 

(9)  



Race 6 

1. HEY YOU - DQ on sole racecourse appearance at Marseille Vivaux in November. Best 

watched second up. 

2. HOLD UP DEAUVILLE - Unplaced in three starts. Needs marked improvement. 

3. HERMES PLANCHETTE - 1L Pornichet winner in easier company on reappearance but 

regressive thereafter. Others preferred. 

4. HAMMERLESS - Breakthrough victory in an easier walk up without shoes for the first time 

earlier this month. Expect a bold show with confidence high. 

5. HARLANN DU TEMPLE - Not progressed from a walk up win early in career. Unlikely to 

feature following an absence. 

6. HUGO THE BOSS - Down the field at this level 189 days ago. May need this. 

7. HIPPY DE LA COUDRE - Back to back runner up spots in easier company. Capable of 

another forward showing without rear shoes. 

8. HEROS DE BONNEFOI - Two placings from 17 races to date. Not included in the main 

chances. 

9. HARAMIS DU TRIEUX - Beaten 18L in a mobile event on reappearance at Argentan. Expect 

improvement second up switching to this discipline. 

10. HERZOG D'HAVAROCHE - 6L fifth in this company at Angers last month. Place option. 

11. HEROS BARBES - DQ on auto start debut five weeks back and expected to enjoy switching 

back to his preferred discipline. 

12. HONEY MONEY - Course winner in easier company five starts ago and held form well 

subsequently. Leading hope. 

13. HASTA LUEGO PHEDO - Three placings in easier company in his career thus far. Others 

have achieved more. 

Summary 

HONEY MONEY (12) maintained form since winning an easier walk up at this track five starts 

ago. Set to produce a bold display. HIPPY DE LA COUDRE (7) finished runner up twice at a 

lessor level on previous two outings. Capable of reaching the frame. HARAMIS DU TRIEUX 

(9) is expected to take a step forward from a modest reappearance revisiting this discipline. 

HAMMERLESS (4) could have a role in the finish if able to replicate a breakthrough success. 

Selections 

HONEY MONEY (12) - HIPPY DE LA COUDRE (7) - HARAMIS DU TRIEUX (9) - 

HAMMERLESS (4)  



Race 7 

1. IDEAL DE TOUES - Dollar Macker gelding having his first outing. Market 

check advised. 

2. IERMONT - Son of Sam Bourbon making his debut. Keep in mind. 

3. INDIA D'ECAJEUL - Charly Du Noyer filly having first career start. Could go 

well. 

4. IMPERIAL BACK - Needs significant progress after a heavy defeat on first 

start at Argentan 41 days ago. 

5. ISBET SANT - 18L defeat on sole start at Argentan. Open to improvement. 

6. INIZIU - 20L seventh in a Mauquenchy walk up on debut eight days ago. May 

progress. 

7. IDOLE DE BOUERE - DQ on second start following a fair sixth on debut at 

Cordemais. Needs to bounce back. 

8. ICE BACK - Unplaced in five starts to date. Hard to enthuse. 

9. IVANOVSKA - 10L fifth in this grade on third career outing at Argentan three 

weeks ago. Place option. 

10. ICE CREAM LILA - Third in a walk up on debut prior to a moderate auto 

start run 45 days ago. Key player returning to this discipline. 

Summary 

ICE CREAM LILA (10) is expected to confirm the promise of her debut third 

returning to this discipline following a moderate auto start run. Key player. 

INIZIU (6) and ISBET SANT (5) are both open to improvement after finishing 

midfield on first outings. Keep in mind for a placing. INDIA D'ECAJEUL (3) is a 

Charly Du Noyer filly making her initial career start. Could go well if attracting 

market support. 

Selections 

ICE CREAM LILA (10) - INIZIU (6) - ISBET SANT (5) - INDIA D'ECAJEUL 

(3)  



Race 8 

1. ELIOT DU COUDRAI - Fair 4L sixth on penultimate start at Chateaubriant. Could fare well 

without shoes. 

2. EMIR DU TRESOR - Forgive latest mounted effort. Key player returning to this discipline 

after a 2L victory in easier company three runs back. 

3. EPILOBE DE BAILLY - No worthwhile last campaign to suggest an upturn in form is 

imminent on reappearance. 

4. ELEGANT HORSE - Four DQ from previous six starts but showed good form with a second 

two outings back. Has ability but frustrating. 

5. FURIOSO BEACH - Fifth in a Mauquenchy auto start claimer prior to an absence. Others 

preferred. 

6. FORREST GEDE - May bounce back from two recent DQ including at Vincennes. Go well 

without shoes. 

7. FENIX DU LOISIR - 1L fourth in a weaker walk up at Mauquenchy a fortnight ago. Place 

chance at best. 

8. ENZO DU KLAU - Two placings and a victory at a lower standard in previous three walk ups. 

Respected if sharp enough on return. 

9. FEAR FACTOR - Held 7L ninth in this company third up. More needed. 

10. FRED DU GUERET - Reached the frame in three of nine attempts at this trip. Forward 

showing expected eased in grade without shoes. 

11. ELIOT DU LOUVET - Hard to recommend following two moderate walk up runs since 

resuming. 

12. EXPERT DELTA - Fair form in weaker walk ups this term. Could find a placing. 

13. ELIXIR DE MARZY - Rapid improver who has won his previous two starts including at this 

venue. Notable runner. 

Summary 

ELIXIR DE MARZY (13) can complete a hat trick following wins in easier company including at 

this venue. Notable runner. FRED DU GUERET (10) may go well without shoes and dropping 

in class. In the mix. EMIR DU TRESOR (2) is capable returning to a walk up after a poor 

mounted run. Key play if replicating a 2L win three attempts back. ELIOT DU COUDRAI (1) 

holds a place chance racing barefoot. 

Selections 

ELIXIR DE MARZY (13) - FRED DU GUERET (10) - EMIR DU TRESOR (2) - ELIOT DU 

COUDRAI (1) 

 


